
Hello!



We help brands to 
be more relevant 
with data-driven 
Cultural Insights

Health & Wellness

Relaxation

Meditation



Our two
products

Winnin Strategy

- Agile Strategic Consultancy 

- Marketing Transformation Consultancy

Winnin Insightsbeta

 

Software as a Service



The Winnin Impact 

Winnin Insightsbeta

// Cultural Relevance
Understand your audience 
so you can truly create 
relevant content they 
want to watch.

// Briefing Precision
A clear sense of direction 
reduces briefing 
processes from  10 weeks 
up to 1 week. 

Winnin Strategy

// Client-Agency Efficiency
A shared interface creates 
transparency and puts 
everyone involved on the 
same page.

// Product Innovation
Discover what your 
consumer wants first, then 
develop new products to 
solve their needs.

// Passion Point Strategy
Effective use of assets by 
identifying where, when and 
how consumers are 
behaving.  

// Content Strategy
Long-lasting content pillars 
built on areas of growth 
opportunity based on your 
consumer's interest.



+600 million 
videos in our 
database
(and counting)

Average videos added per week:

 + 24 million

Total tags:

+ 26 billion

Average tags added per week: 

+ 26 million

Creators:

+ 6 million



All done 
using AI
Our artificial intelligence maps culture 
through video consumption data in 
social networks. Our software is 
connected to these websites APIs, 
which allows us to access all of their 
public data. 

Through Machine Learning we are able 
to teach computers to structure 
unstructured data, correctly 
categorizing information and turning it 
into relevant and actionable insights.



Culture 
analysis

Find cultural opportunities 
and niches that lead to 
creative solutions using 
audience filters to make 
your brand more relevant 
for consumers!



Brand 
analysis

Analyze your brand, 
its benchmarks and 
competitors for a full 
understanding of how the 
category is behaving. Also, 
watch videos and compare 
metrics through time!



Influencer 
analysis

Map creators that fit 
your creative strategy 
and learn which topics 
they talk about 
engages the most. 
Browse our database 
and use filters to 
customize your search!



You can compare 
topics, creators or 
brands and analyse 
their performance 
over time to help you 
in the decision 
making process.

Compare 
everything



Who's Been Winnin With Us



Challenge
Make Budweiser the most relevant 
global brand during the FIFA 2018 World 
Cup in Russia.

Topic
Sports - 2018 FIFA World Cup

Budweiser
#ReactionChallenge

Stella Artois
Stellar Friends

Challenge
Make consumers associate Stella Artois 
with meal occasions and consume it at 
least once a week during a meal in over 8 
markets.

Topic
Food - Homemade Food 

Cases Powered by Winnin

https://vimeo.com/391497901
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VHzERhHfFmu6bc1-vqs442awePn6NpEA/view?usp=sharing


Challenge
Create positive social impact in the USA 
during the Covid-19 pandemic using the 
brand's existing assets.

Topic
Sports - MLB (baseball) & NBA (basketball)

Budweiser
#OneTeam

Stella Artois
Support a Restaurant

Challenge
Help struggling restaurants in Brazil 
during the Covid-19 crisis by selling 
vouchers of future meals to businesses 
alive. 

Topic
Food - Restaurants

Cases Powered by Winnin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_t9niMNkdg
https://www.instagram.com/stellaartoisbrasil/


Thank you

data-driven creativity


